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From my perspective, I expected to acquire knowledge of design principles for Human-AI             

interaction. And it seems like the project assignment could cover many aspects as well.              

However, due to the time limitation, it gets clear that the main focus is getting the first-hand                 

experience of different techniques and tools to support the realization of the design concept.              

Based on this mindset, my learning goal was also too wide. Therefore, I have modified the                

learning goals as well, which attached as another document. 

Generally speaking, I enjoyed doing this project and I am proud of what we achieved. However,                

finding a balance between group interest and individual learning goals is critical during this              

project. Since some of the teammates already have a certain knowledge of Python and other               

coding software, the design process heavily relied on their decisions.  

Personally, Weka is a relatively easy method for data mining and training algorithms. Based on               

my old knowledge of Processing, I have also learned how to use the Weka prediction model in                 

processing. And attempted to use Processing to write a simple version of our project, which can                

predict the possibility of liking Artstyle story. Figure 1 shows the interface and the Weka model                

working in Processing. (The file is attached in the submission) 

 

Figure 1 

Moreover, I have acquired some practical experience using Raspberry Pi by connecting it to the               

laptop and download Python on Raspberry Pi. But in the end, we decided not to use Raspberry                 

Pi. 

Although this project didn’t last long enough for us to consider every ethical and user experience                

aspects, I helped the team to implement interaction design principles and theories to support our               

concept by reviewing related works. Meanwhile, I have gained knowledge regarding the usage of              

AI in social level context. During this project, we kept the openness for the social and cultural                 

implications of the concept. By searching for related work and research literature. 

I have tried my best to assist my teammates‘ work and then contribute to other aspects of the                  

project with my strength. I created the visual design for the crazy stories in order to showcase                 

our concept, finalized the storyline of our concept and made the presentation. My whole learning               

activities are based on watching tutorials and small hands-on experiments. Meanwhile, the help             

from my teammates is significant for me. I cherish the experience of observing and assisting               

other’s work and I believe this is a good introduction to further study. 

 


